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For starting sheep raising, a certain amount of capital
is necessary, at least enough to buy the ewe. Rams
can be borrowed from relatives or hired for breeding.
Payment for this service is not fixed and is made
mostly by means of gifts. If a farmer cannot himself
raise the money to buy an ewe, he can raise sheep
belonging to other people. A special system is thus
developed, which the villagers call fenyan, literally
" dividing sheep/' The person raising the sheep is
responsible for their feeding and gets half the young
sheep as well as the manure in the hut. Chou's father
is the biggest owner of sheep. He owns forty sheep,
of which only four are kept in his own hut.
The ewe can be sold shortly before the foetuses are
fully developed. The price for each foetus is three to
five dollars. The owner can also sell new-born sheep
and keep the mother. In this case the price is lower.
But a mother sheep may bear young ones once or
twice a year, while to raise a young sheep to maturity
takes more than a year. People therefore prefer to sell
young sheep instead of the foetus. The tradition
against killing pregnant animals reinforces this prefer-
ence. On the average a mother sheep produce two
to four young ones every year, which will yield the
owner an income of twenty to thirty dollars.
Another source of income to the people is trade
ventures, which are embarked on in the lengthy
intervals in the agricultural activities (IX~3). The
people go to the neighbouring province, Chekiang, to
transport goods—not those produced by themselves—
by their own boats, and from there to some towns along
the coast. This is a kind of interlocality trade. But
from the point of view of the villagers, it is really selling
their services as trading agents or as transport hands.

